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SyFlo : SynthEyes Floating License Manager 
Updated 3/26/2018 (c)2013-2018 Andersson Technologies LLC 

SyFlo is designed to flexibly and reliably float SynthEyes licenses, to 
accommodate present and future advanced licensing models. Installing and configuring 
the license manager will require a system administrator familiar with such tasks; most of 
this document—past the initial introductions—is intended for systems administrators. 

The license manager takes the form of a small command-line tool, syflo, that 
both runs as a server in the background, and, when run in a foreground terminal 
window, allows human administrative control over the server.  

In its simplest form, syflo runs on one always-on non-virtual server machine; 
SynthEyes user's machines connect to that server to verify license availability. The 
licensing design permits this server to go offline for short periods of time without 
affecting running users. 

The license server is node-locked to its server machine, which can be a problem 
if that server suffers a hardware problem: new node-lock information must be requested 
(see Changing the Server). 

For maximum reliability, you can optionally run syflo on (exactly) three different 
physical machines simultaneously. Each SynthEyes user must connect to two machines 
to have a valid license. With this scheme, any one of the three servers can go offline for 
extended periods, while allowing SynthEyes to be used seamlessly.  

While the single-server approach is likely fine for smaller workgroups, we 
recommend the triple-redundant approach for large workgroups where substantial 
numbers of people may be impacted by a single server failure. As Murphy's Rule 
dictates, any server failure is likely to occur at the worst possible time. 

Whether it runs on a single server or three servers, the processor load due to 
syflo is quite small.  

Quick Introduction to Floating Serials for SynthEyes 

Standard conventional non-floating SynthEyes serials are SN-..., M6-..., L6-..., 
etc, where the prefix indicates the operating system platform and version (Intro or Pro). 
C6-... serials are cross-platform Pro. 

Floating licenses require a special type of SynthEyes serial number that begin 
FL-... Floating licenses are always cross-platform Pro licenses: they can float 
seamlessly across Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux systems. A serial number can 
activate one and only one machine at any given time; once it is freed it can move to 
another machine. 

Rather than being installed on individual machines, floating licenses are 
managed by the floating license manager, a continuously-running process on one of 
your network servers. When a user starts SynthEyes, it requests a license (serial) from 
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the manager; the serial will be displayed on the SynthEyes splash screen. When the 
user closes SynthEyes, it returns the license to the license manager. If SynthEyes or 
the user's machine has a problem, the license is automatically reclaimed after a few 
minutes. 

If the license is lost, SynthEyes will pop up a license-lost dialog box then prompt 
the user to save the file. (If auto-save is active, the save will happen automatically.) 
After saving, SynthEyes will exit.  The license may be lost if the connection to the server 
is lost for too long, or if the administrator reclaims the license from a SynthEyes that has 
been left running idly. 

Sometimes a user may need to use SynthEyes when all licenses are in use. If 
some other user opened SynthEyes and then headed out to lunch or home for the day, 
you may want to reclaim the license from that user. If bob is the user whose license you 
wish to reclaim, you can do that using the command 

syflo -reclaim bob 

You can also specify a machine name or specific serial number to be reclaimed if 
you like.  The license will be withdrawn and become available after several minutes, 
once the license allocation has expired. (This delay is necessary to prevent the original 
owner from reclaiming the license.)  

But reclaiming a license should be approached with some caution, as it will 
terminate any extended auto-track or solve operations that the original user may have 
wanted to complete unattended. 

If SynthEyes crashes in a way that its license is still (temporarily) used, you can 
make its license available sooner using 

syflo -release bob 

or a machine name or a specific serial number. Please report all SynthEyes 
crashes to techsupport with a full description so that the crash can be eliminated 
in future builds! See https://www.ssontech.com/faqs/crash.html 

After a release, the client can reclaim its license if the client is still alive, so use 
release for dead clients, and reclaim for live clients. 

Overview of the Installation Process 

You'll first need to decide what machine to put the license server on, which is 
typically a high-reliability file or email server. 

The server must be a physical machine, not a virtual machine. 

Here's the outline of the SyFlo installation and licensing process. 

1. Install SynthEyes on the server and each client. 
2. Install SyFlo on the server. 
3. Fingerprint the syflo installation and send to support@ssontech.com 
4. Wait for the license file (creating the license file is a manual process that 

may take a day or so, depending on the timing). 

https://www.ssontech.com/faqs/crash.html
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5. Install the license file on the server and each client. 
6. Verify that syflo runs OK on the server. 
7. Configure the syflo service to start automatically. 
8. Ensure that any and all firewalls permit communications between the 

server and clients. 
9. Test and trouble-shoot. 

Subsequent sections detail these steps. Note also the later sections 

• Adding New Clients 

• New or Renewed Licenses 

• When the License File is Updated 

• Changing the Server 

• Troubleshooting 

Installing SyFlo 

SyFlo is delivered in a ZIP file, with separate subdirectories for Windows, OS X, 
and Linux. You should use the syflo files from the appropriate subdirectory. 

The syflo license server is a simple standalone executable. While it might be 
installed on any convenient location on the server, we highly recommend that you first 
install SynthEyes on the server itself, and then copy the SyFlo files into SynthEyes's 
folder, ie /opt/SynthEyes, /Applications/SynthEyes,  or C:\Program Files\Andersson 
Technologies LLC\SynthEyes, depending on the operating system. 

Important! SyFlo for Windows includes an installer, SyFloSetup.exe, 
that sets up a number of things automatically. We recommend using it, 
except on 32-bit-only servers, where the SyFlo files must be manually 
copied to the proper folder, see Windows: Manually. 

Fingerprinting the SyFlo Installation 

Once syflo is installed on the server, you should run this command from the 
command line from the directory syflo is installed in: 

syflo -info   (./syflo -info on Linux and Mac) 

Then send the resulting node-lock information and your serial numbers (for 
identification) to support@ssontech.com This information is used to generate the 
license data file. 

IMPORTANT: Use copy and paste to put the syflo output into the email. 
Do NOT attempt to retype it, past submissions have shown that that is 
difficult to do and not what is intended.  

DO NOT SEND SCREEN CAPTURES. We cannot use screen captures, 
such submissions will be returned. Send only plain text. 

To copy the syflo information to the clipboard on Windows: 

1. right-click in the command window,  
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2. select Mark on the menu,  
3. sweep out the syflo information, then  
4. hit Enter on the keyboard. 
5. Now you can paste it into an email message. 

On macOS and Linux, just sweep out the syflo information then select Edit/Copy 
from the terminal window's main menu. 

Note that if you subsequently change the server hardware or reinstall the 
operating system, you'll need to redo this step and get a new license file, see Changing 
the Server; the SynthEyes licenses will be unavailable until this completes. 

License File Installation: Server & Client 

After you have sent in your server node-lock information, you will be sent a 
license data file, something like your_company.lic The license file should be placed on 
each syflo server machine in the main SynthEyes directory with the syflo binary, ie 
/opt/SynthEyes, /Applications/SynthEyes,  or C:\Program Files\Andersson Technologies 
LLC\SynthEyes. The folder and files should all be writable only by administrators.  

You should test your syflo setup by running syflo -run at the command line to 

verify that it starts and runs (from within the SynthEyes directory that contains syflo). If 
there is a problem, syflo will print a message and stop immediately. If it keeps running, it 
is OK. Hit control-C to stop it.  

Once the license file is in place on the server, you can continue with the service 
installation process described in the following operating-system-specific sections. 

The SynthEyes clients also need access to the license file. They pull various 
configuration parameters from it, and it is easier to have just one file rather than 
separate files for license and configuration data. Typically the client will have a local 
copy of the license file. (If you are sufficiently knowledgeable and motivated, you could 
optionally use a symbolic link that points to a shared license file on a server.) The file (or 
link) needs to be placed in the folder with the SynthEyes executable, ie /opt/SynthEyes, 
/Applications/SynthEyes,  or C:\Program Files\Andersson Technologies LLC\SynthEyes. 

Tip: You can start SynthEyes with an environment variable 
SYNTHEYES_LICENSE_FILE that contains the exact name of the license 
file, for example to redirect it to a shared file on another machine. 

Note: if the SynthEyes registration dialog appears on a client, that means 
it does not see a license file, so it needs to be installed on the client. 

Note #2: the SynthEyes clients need to be able to find the named 
server(s) via the local DNS system. They will try to locate the server(s) via 
a private broadcast scheme as a fallback, but that is subject to local 
network partitioning. 

If you use a symbolic link, you should pay some attention to the reliability of the 
license file(s), ie by putting them on the SyFlo server. If the license file is unavailable, 
the licenses themselves will be. 
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Configuring the SyFlo Service 

Once you have the license file in place, and verified that syflo -run works OK, 

you can set up the syflo service. (Syflo will not start without a license file.)  

The syflo server will be set up to start automatically when the machine is 
rebooted. The process for that depends on your operating system, with instructions 
provided below. The various files required are in subfolders for each operating system—
ie named Windows, MacOSX, Linux—supplied with syflo. 

Syflo should run as a daemon-type userid, not as root for security. That will 
happen automatically in most cases. 

Windows: by Installer 

We highly recommend that you use the SyFloSetup.exe installer in most cases, 
ie all but 32-bit-only servers. Here we describe what to do after using the installer. 

The installer copies the files into the SynthEyes folder, creates the C:\tmp folder, 
installs syflo as a Windows Service, and creates a number of helpful shortcuts on 
Windows's Start menu, within the SyFlo subfolder of the Andersson Technologies LLC 
folder. Those are described below. 

You won't be able to start the service until the license file has been installed; use 
the following shortcuts to control the service. You can also use the Windows Services 
tool described in the following Windows: Manual section. 

Start Menu Shortcuts 

Show SyFlo Status. Opens a window that shows the server and license status, 
refreshed every 10 seconds. This is the output of a syflo -monitor command. 

Start SyFlo Service. Starts the SyFlo license server. You'll need to go through a UAC 
prompt to do so. The service won't stay running unless there is a valid license. 
See Troubleshooting as needed. 

Stop SyFlo Service. Stops SyFlo, ie syflo -stop. If you stop the service, all active 

SynthEyes licenses will time out after several minutes, unless there is a 
redundant configuration with two other active servers. 

SyFlo License Manager Guide. Displays this license manager guide. 

Windows: Manually 

If you want to locate the files according to your own scheme, or are using a 32-
bit-only Windows server, you can follow this process. 

In the Windows Explorer (NOT Internet Explorer), go into the Windows folder of 
the material delivered with syflo. Use notepad or your favorite text editor to open the 
syflo_install.bat script, and verify/correct the location where the syflo executable (.exe) 
is to be permanently located, as needed.  Then right-click the syflo_install.bat script, 
select "Run As Administrator" and then grant permission for it to proceed. This script 
enters syflo into Windows's databases, so that it appears in the Windows Services 
manager (in the Administrative area of the Windows Control Panel).  
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If you like, you can create shortcuts on the desktop or start menu for flostart.bat, 
flostop.bat, flomonitor.bat, and SyFlo.pdf, which correspond to the shortcuts described 
in the Windows: by Installer section. 

You'll need to create the folder C:\tmp if it doesn't already exist, and make it be 
readable and writable for everyone. 

You can use the corresponding syflo_uninstall.bat script to remove the syflo 
service; it does not delete the program itself, just the Windows' registry entries for the 
service. 

You can use the shortcuts you create or the Windows Services manager to start 
and stop the service. Access it via the start menu/Control Panel/System and 
Security/Administrative Tools/Services. Note that if you start or stop the service external 
to this tool, you will need to Action/Refresh to see the correct status; it does not auto-
refresh. 

If you stop the service, all active SynthEyes licenses will time out after several 
minutes, unless there is a redundant configuration with two other active servers. 

Mac OS X 

The Mac OS X launchd process is in charge of controlling server processes such 
as syflo. You can read its manual page for background information. The files required 
are in the MacOSX folder. 

Open  the com.ssontech.syflo.plist file with a text editor and verify that the 
location of syflo is correct for your system. From the command line, copy the verified 
com.ssontech.syflo.plist file into the system's hidden /Library/LaunchDaemons folder 
(not the library folder of any specific user).  You will need to do that as the root user. 
Per OS X security policies, be sure that the (installed) plist file is owned by root and 
writable only by root (chmod 700 or 744). That should already be the default. The 
following commands will do this: 

cp com.ssontech.syflo.plist /Library/LaunchDaemons 

chown root /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.ssontech.syflo.plist 

chmod 744 /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.ssontech.syflo.plist 

If you later need to delete the service, simply delete the plist file from 
LaunchDaemons. You can use "launchctl list" to see a list of installed services and their 
status. 

Linux 

The file syflo_init should be edited to set the installed location of the syflo 
executable, then saved as /etc/init.d/syflo as an executable file (chmod 744). Then run 
the command "sudo chkconfig --add syflo". 

Note: If you encounter an error “error reading information on service syflo: 
no such file or directory”, check your syflo_init, the permissions on it and 
syflo, and possibly run “sudo systemctl enable syflo” 

 Start the service the first time manually with "service syflo start" or reboot. You 
can verify it from the Linux service manager (operating-system-specific).  
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For added security you should create a special userid to run syflo, and make the 
syflo executable set-user-id to that user id, or add appropriate "su - $myusr" text into the 
syflo script in init.d. 

You can remove the service with "chkconfig --del syflo" The command "chkconfig 
--list" may also be helpful. 

If you have a mixed Linux and Windows network, it may be helpful to enable 
windows-based naming for SAMBA by adding "wins" to the end of the hosts: line in 
/etc/nsswitch.conf, see http://www.linuxquestions.org/questions/linux-networking-3/ping-
netbios-names-from-linux-samba-271336/ 

Firewalls 

Syflo and SynthEyes need to be able to communicate. Firewalls are designed to 
prevent certain communications.Firewall boxes block communications between your 
internal network and the external Internet; those will not affect the licensing 
communications and are not considered further in this document. 

However, if you have firewall software installed on individual user 
machines, between your applications and your internal network, they will likely 
interfere with the licensing.  

Important: You need to ensure that any firewalls are open on both the 
server and client, and any intermediate networking equipment. Any one of 
these can prevent communications between SynthEyes and SyFlo. If a 
firewall is active, it is equivalent to pulling the network card out of the 
computer. This is not a SynthEyes or SyFlo problem, or a firewall 
problem.... silently blocking communications is the primary function of 
firewalls, that's what they are supposed to do!  We cannot provide detailed 
support for operation of your 3rd party equipment. 

For example, Windows 8 Firewall blocks all incoming connections by default, and 
Linux machines often run the iptables firewall. You must open a "hole" in the machine's 
firewall for incoming UDP connections; if the firewall blocks outgoing communications 
from applications to your internal network, you must open a hole in the outgoing 
direction as well.  

By default, SynthEyes and syflo use internet port numbers in the range 31820-
31829 inclusive. You should consult your firewall's documentation to determine how to 
open a hole for UDP in that port range. 

In rare conditions, if these ports are already in use, or a different range is 
required for some reason, the licensing file can be set up to specify a different range, 
though this has never proven necessary.  You would also need to set the 
SYFLO_PORT environment variable to simplify the use of syflo from the command line. 

NOTE: Linux's iptables firewall has a known issue that prevents it from 
recognizing and permitting inbound traffic returned in response to outgoing 
broadcast sends. This affects certain syflo command-line options that 
contact all syflo servers, ie -release and -statusall.  Accordingly, results 

http://www.linuxquestions.org/questions/linux-networking-3/ping-netbios-names-from-linux-samba-271336/
http://www.linuxquestions.org/questions/linux-networking-3/ping-netbios-names-from-linux-samba-271336/
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will only be reported  from the local machine, even though the actions are 
processed on all servers. 

Server Status and Logs 

Syflo can produce various status and logging information. The "snapshot" file is 
most important, as it shows, at any point in time, the disposition of the licenses being 
managed. The snapshot file is updated at regular intervals. Here's an example: 

        SynthEyes License Server 

Licensing Snapshot at 2013-05-15 21:46:53 

 

Owner: Andersson Technologies LLC 

Issued: 2013-05-01 Rev. A 

Expires: 2013-07-01 

 

Availability: 2 of 5 (40%) 

 

    FL-1405-1000   -----           ----- 

    FL-1405-1001  *Lynx            russ       1:04.2 

    FL-1405-1002   -----           ----- 

    FL-1405-1003  *UKATONEN        Russ       0:02.5 

    FL-1405-1004   MotherShip      russ       1:02.4 

 

In use: 3 of 5 (60%) 

*: this serial is reserved for this specific machine 

Uptime: 1.5 hours 

 

It shows five licenses being managed, with three in use. The second of the main 
columns shows the machine name, the third the user name, and the fourth the 
connection time. Licenses marked with an asterisk(*) are designated for that particular 
machine; if there were user locks, those licenses are marked with a plus sign(+). 

The snapshot file can be placed in a location you pre-designate, typically in /tmp. 
It can then be accessed directly from there, or more usually via the syflo -list or 

syflo -monitor commands. If you wish to have users access it from client machines, it 

should be placed in a location that is accessible via a networked file system. 

Note: You may need to create the /tmp folder (C:\tmp on Windows) with 
general access on your server, if it does not already have done. The 
Windows installer does this automatically. 

The listing above shows the licensing view from one server. To see the status of 
multiple servers, use "syflo -statusall" which produces output such as this: 

Lynx: Active 1/5.  Up 3.7 hr.  Issue: 2013-05-01 Rev. A 

MotherShip: Active 1/5.  Up 5.1 hr.  Issue: 2013-05-01 Rev. A 

UKATONEN: Active 1/5.  Up 3.2 hr.  Issue: 2013-05-01 Rev. A 

 

This output shows that there are three active servers, their uptime, and allows 
you to confirm that they are running the same version of the license file. 
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SynthEyes can also produce log files from the server(s) and the SynthEyes 
clients (license configuration option). The server log shows licenses being acquired, 
refreshed, and released. The client log shows the regular heartbeats as it contacts the 
servers, indicating which of them it was able to contact. 

While the log files may be overmuch in many cases, especially for the clients, 
producing a snapshot file is highly recommended. 

Troubleshooting 

Initial Setup 

• Make sure that there is only one ".lic" license file in the folder with SyFlo, and that 
it is the most recent one. 

• Check if the SyFlo process is running on the server, for example with ps -a or with 
the task manager (set to examine all processes). If it is already running, you can 
jump ahead a few steps to verify the /tmp folder. 

• Verify that syflo starts OK (if it is not running) with syflo -run from a command 

prompt (from the SynthEyes/SyFlo directory). Typically this will print an error 
message that there is no license file, or that this is not the right server (if so, email us 
with the new syflo -info output). 

• Start the syflo service and verify that it is running. 

• Verify that there is a folder /tmp (C:\tmp) with general read/write access on the 
server. 

• Check the syflo -list output from a command prompt to make sure that there are 

licenses available. 

• Start SynthEyes on the server and make sure it runs.  

• If SynthEyes produces a registration dialog, then you have not installed a license file 
for SynthEyes and need to do so. 

• If SynthEyes says that no license is available, it sees the license file, but like it says, 
no license is available. Typically this means that firewalls or routers are blocking 
access to the server. 

• Verify that the version of SynthEyes that you have installed and want to run is earlier 
than the floating licenses. For example, a FL-1603-... serial number can not run a 
SynthEyes 1606 version: a FL-1606 or later serial is required. See 
https://www.ssontech.com/serial.html for information about serials.  

• Once SynthEyes runs on the server, try running it on a client machine. The same 
SynthEyes diagnostic steps apply. Make sure there is only one ".lic" license file in 
the SynthEyes folder, the most recent one. Typically problems at this stage mean 
you need to fix the firewall on the client machine, or perhaps in intermediate network 
equipment. 

• Immediately after trying to start SynthEyes on a client, check the syflo -list status 

of the server, to see if it has allocated a license to the client. If so, check the firewall 
on the client. If not, check the firewall on the server (assuming most firewalls block 
incoming traffic).  

https://www.ssontech.com/serial.html
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• From a command prompt, type ping my_server where my_server is the name of 

your server, ie the first quoted field in the server's syflo -info output. You should get a 
"pinging my_server" response that includes the IP address, followed by several reply 
lines. If the host is not found, that is bad: your DNS systems must be capable of 
locating the server by name from each of the clients. You should also verify that the 
IP address is the correct one on your local network, not someone else's! 

• If you believe the client is configured OK but it does not work, you should try moving 
it to be adjacent to the server, on the same network hub or router, to eliminate the 
effect of possible intervening network equipment. 

For any further assistance with floating licensing, always include: 

• the output of syflo -info! (Often this shows that it no longer matches the original 

values, ie that the server has been changed.) 

• full version information for the server's and client's operating systems,  

• version information for the installed SynthEyes,  

• the timestamp of the email from us containing the license file, 

• a description of your results from the troubleshooting steps above. 

Previously Working Systems 

If you suddenly encounter problems with a previously-working system, your first 
step should be to re-run syflo -info and compare its output to the data in the email 

containing your the license data. (This often causes people to remember they just 
rebuilt their server.) If the data is different you'll need to contact us for a new license file, 
being sure to include the new syflo -info output and a description of what is 

happening with the server. 

Note: If SynthEyes crashes without any Imminent Crash dialog, the 
license will not be available for several minutes, until its reservation times 
out. Alternatively, you can use syflo -release to hasten the process. 
Please follow our crash-reporting process! 

If the syflo information is still valid, check your system for changes to the firewall 
configuration and startup process, to verify that syflo is still being started automatically. 
If you've recently changed or updated network routers, you may have to open the UDP 
ports in them. Otherwise, you should run through the troubleshooting steps above to 
localize the issue. 

Using Wireshark 

If your server is running fine, and you can start SynthEyes on it, but you can't 
start SynthEyes from one or more other machines, and you've run through the 
diagnostic steps above, it will be necessary to use a network monitoring tool to help 
identify the problem.  

Note: SyFlo and SynthEyes rely on your network for communications; if 
your network isn't working we can't just "fix it" for you. Neither SynthEyes 
nor SyFlo can diagnose issues in your network, by definition! It's like 
sending a snail-mail letter: if a letter is sent but doesn't arrive, you can only 
look to the postal system to determine what happened. 

https://www.ssontech.com/faqs/crash.html
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In order to help you diagnose your network, we provide this guide, using the 
popular open-source network monitoring tool wireshark (https://www.wireshark.org). 

Wireshark is available for Windows, Mac, and Linux. For starters, we recommend 
installing it on the client (SynthEyes) machine, or a suitable test machine.  

• Download, install, and start wireshark. 

• Click Capture/Capture Options (ie Capture Options on the Capture menu), 
causing that dialog to appear. 

• Click (once) to select the main network interface, ie the one that leads to the 
server. 

• Click the main interface's disclosure triangle, to expose its IP address 
information. Write down this client's IP address for later use: four numbers 
separated by a dot, such as 10.0.0.29 

• In the Capture Filter field at the bottom of the dialog, enter "udp" (without the 
quotes), to select just UDP packets. (SyFlo and SynthEyes communicate via 
the UDP protocol). 

 
• Click Start on the Capture Options dialog. 

• With wireshark active, go try to start SynthEyes (which presumably won't 
start, so do it several times for good measure). 

• Click Capture/Stop 

• Click File/Save and save the captured packets as a pcapng file for possible 
sending to us later. (Most likely there won't be much interesting to send!) 

Here's what a capture of a running SynthEyes session looks like: 

https://www.wireshark.org/
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In the listing above, you can see the SynthEyes client, at IP address 10.0.0.29, 
sending 208-byte request packets to the SyFlo server at 10.0.0.27 port 31823. The 
server then quickly sends back a 64-byte response packet to the client at 31824. That 
handshake repeats every 12 seconds. (Note: this is test data; in your system, the IP 
addresses will be different, the port numbers will typically be 31821 and 31824, and the 
handshake will occur only every two minutes.) 

The actual contents of the data packets are irrelevant for diagnosing what is 
happening: we're just looking for the packets to be flying around, and to what IP 
addresses. You will notice that there are other miscellaneous packets mixed in, with 
other lengths, protocols, and port numbers. You should ignore those. 

So here's what to look for. 

On the SynthEyes Client 

Do you see the outgoing packets? You'll see this client's IP address in the 
Source column (you wrote it down in the instructions above), a protocol of UDP, Length 
column of 250, and Info column of something like "58508 → 31821 Len=208" (The first 
number is random, though it will stay the same.) 

If you don't see outgoing packets at all, then verify that your wireshark is set up 
right. Remove the udp capture filter on Capture/Capture Options, begin capturing, and 
try some internet browsing or remote file access, to make sure you see packets at all.  

If your wireshark is good but there are no packets when starting SynthEyes (and 
it comes back and says no license is available), then you have a firewall or sandbox 
blocking SynthEyes on that machine; you need to turn it off or at least open it up for 
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UDP ports 31820-31829. (Rare possibility: you have multiple network interfaces on the 
machine, and the packet is being sent to a different network!) 

Once you've identified the outgoing packets, look for the server's IP address in 
the Destination column. (You could get it from pinging the server from the client as well.)   

Now look for the packets coming back from the server to the client.  They will 
have the client's IP address as the Destination address and Info of something like 
"65403 → 31824 Len=64" (again that first number is random). 

If you see the response packet coming back from the server, check the Source 
IP address. It must be the same IP address that SynthEyes sent the request to, ie the 
earlier Destination address. If the response is from a different IP address than the 
source was sent to, it will be ignored, and that is why no license is available.  

If you have correctly-addressed packets coming back from the server, but 
SynthEyes doesn't start, check again for a firewall or sandboxing on the client; permit 
internet access by SynthEyes and be sure UDP ports 31820-31829 are open.  

If you're quadruply sure that there's no firewall present, check again that the 
installed version of SynthEyes can be activated by the serials being managed by SyFlo. 

On the SyFlo Server 

If SynthEyes is sending packets to SyFlo, but (on the client) you don't see 
packets coming back from the server, you're going to need to install wireshark on the 
server, and see what is happening there. 

First, on the server, you should verify that you see the packets arriving from the 
client, with a Source of the client, and a Info column like "58508 → 31821 Len=208". 

If you don't see the packets arriving, you've got a networking problem (see the 
next section). 

If you see the request packets arriving, but no responses, you need to first verify 
100% that SyFlo is running on the server (for example with syflo -list). 

Then, you need to find the firewall and open it up for UDP ports 31820-31829. 

Once you see the response packets going back out, verify that they have the 
same Source IP address as the Destination IP address coming in, and that that IP 
address is the same as you get for the server from the client using ping. The only known 
reason this might be a problem would be if you have multiple interface cards on the 
same computer attached to the same network. 

Also verify that the Destination of the outgoing response packets is the same as 
the Source of the incoming request packet. (Should always be the case.) 

Once you see packets going out of the SyFlo server with the correct Source and 
Destination address, if they aren't arriving at the client, and so SynthEyes doesn't start, 
then where are they going? 
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In the Network 

If you have packets confirmed sent from SynthEyes that aren't received by SyFlo, 
or confirmed sent by SyFlo and not received by SynthEyes, then you have a problem in 
your network: one of your pieces of networking gear is dropping the UDP packets, ie 
has its own firewall active. 

To diagnose what is happening, you will have to inventory the networking gear 
that a packet must pass through to get from SynthEyes to SyFlo and back. The results 
of pinging the server from the client can help you see what's in there, for routers but not 
simple hubs. 

To help diagnose the entire path, you should install SynthEyes onto a portable 
machine (laptop or otherwise). Then, physically connect it (no wi-fi) to hubs in different 
parts of the network (on each side of each piece of gear), to determine exactly where 
the packets are disappearing. You should start by plugging into the same hub as the 
server, where SynthEyes should start (if necessary check what is happening with 
wireshark on both ends). You can then move it further and further from the server, one 
piece of routing gear at a time, verifying that it still works, until you reach someplace 
where it doesn't. 

You'll then need to open up the 31820-31829 UDP ports on that last piece of 
equipment. You'll need to consult your equipment's manual for that. 

Adding New Clients 

When you add a new client machine of any operating system, you need to do the 
following: 

1. Locate your login information, from the license email that contained your 
license .lic file. 

2. Locate any serial number from your SynthEyes purchase email or most-
recent renewal. 

3. Download and install the latest SynthEyes version for the appropriate 
operating system, from the Customer Support area of the ssontech.com 
website, using the information from steps 1 and 2. 

4. Copy the license (.lic) file from the license file email or syflo server into the 
client's SynthEyes folder:  /opt/SynthEyes, /Applications/SynthEyes,  or 
C:\Program Files\Andersson Technologies LLC\SynthEyes. 

5. Adjust the firewall or antivirus, if any, on the machine. 
6. Test (see Troubleshooting above as needed) 
7. Preferably install the customer-only access information from the email in #2, 

via Help/Set Update Info in SynthEyes. This will enable the install to update 
when new versions arrive, see messages, etc. 

New or Renewed Licenses 

If you purchase new licenses or renew your existing ones, you'll need an updated 
license file that reflects that. If a new license file is required solely because of the new or 
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renewed licenses, without changing the server, please email support@ssontech.com 
and advise us of the date of purchase of the new/updated. 

Important: When you renew your licenses, be sure to immediately 
request a new license file (email support). That will ensure that you are 
able to immediately use new SynthEyes builds as they are released, 
without having to wait for the license file at that time. Old serials won't 
activate new builds! 

Note that if you purchase additional licenses after your initial ones, when the 
original licenses come up for renewal you can save time by renewing all of your 
licenses at once. Pricing will be pro-rated based on remaining support.  By doing this, 
you eliminate the need for an additional later transaction, so that you don't have to 
purchase and reinstall new license files several times a year, just once. 

Additionally, simultaneous renewal can prevent problems if you have a mixture of 
old and new serial numbers and SynthEyes builds that are more recent than the older 
serials. (Old serials can't activate newer builds.) 

When the License File is Updated 

If you have a new license file after adding or renewing licenses, you need to  

1. replace it on the server,  
2. stop the syflo server process, then  
3. start it back up. 

No reboot is needed. If you don't recall how to start and stop services and don't 
want to bother with it, replace the license file, then reboot. 

If you have only added or renewed licenses, you do not have to update the 
license file on the clients, since they use it only to locate the server, not for the licenses 
themselves. Of course, you may want to always update the clients, just to avoid having 
different versions of the file "floating" around. 

Changing the Server 

In the event of hardware failure or software changes on the server that are 
sufficient to change the syflo -info output, you'll need to request a new license file.  

Please email support@ssontech.com with: 

• the reason why a new license file is requested, 

• the output of syflo -info from the new/revised server (TEXT, no screen 

captures!), 

• a signed copy of the Floating License Replacement Request at the end of this 
document (get the License File Version from your license file email or syflo -list if 

this is a pre-planned move), and 

• a subject line of "Floating license replacement (URGENT)" 

Omitting any of these items will increase the time required to restore the server. 
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If the server has moved (ie its name has changed), then you must update the 
license file on the clients. 

Command-Line Reference 

The syflo tool can be used to control the operation of the server process via a 
terminal command window. Keep in mind that if you shut down the single server, or two 
of three, connected SynthEyes users will begin to lose their licenses in a few minutes! 

-about Print version and copyright information 

-info Output the information used for various forms of node locking 

-list List the SynthEyes license server status, as seen from this server 

-monitor Repeatedly updates syflo -list every 10 seconds. 

-port n Sets the command port# to something other than the default - use 
BEFORE any operation. Set the SYFLO_PORT environment variable to 
save typing. 

-release XXX Release the license with this serial, user, or machine name, which is 
presumably inactive (ie crashed). Effective immediately, but if the current 
client is still active, it may reclaim the license (use reclaim instead). 

-reclaim XXX Reclaim the license with this serial, user, or machine name, which is 
presumably still active. Requires several minutes to complete, ie for the 
license to time out on the client. 

-restart Restart this server 

-restartall Restart all running servers 

-run Run this process as the server (typically "syflo -run &") 

-slowrun Run this process as the server after a small delay (internal, used for 
restarts) 

-start Start a background server on this machine as the current user. Note that 
the Windows's Services panel starts it as a special services user, and will 
get confused if you use this. 

-status Show this server's status 

-statusall Show all servers' status. Note that Linux's iptables firewall permits a 
response only from the local machine, see the section on firewalls. 

-stop Stop this server 

-stopall  Stop all servers 

Usually, you will not need to use these command-line controls past the initial 
configuration, to retrieve the node information.  
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Licensing Options 

The syflo server has a number of configurable options that can be baked into the 
license file in the factory before the license file is generated; we'll run through those 
options here. 

Licensing-related options 

A specific license can be reserved for, ie locked to, a specific node. Or, a license 
can be reserved for a specific username, which gives a more flexible process. These 
capabilities can be used to ensure that power users or key edit-bay machines always 
have a license available.  

Licenses can also be allocated to specific "pools," for example, a tracking-
department pool and a general-use pool. This can help ensure that licenses are always 
available where they are needed. When multiple pools are in use, each pool has a 
special client-machine license file created, ie one for pool A and one for pool B. Each 
client machine has either the A or B client file installed, to indicate which pool it is a 
member of. The main license file still contains all the licenses; so that if a serial is to be 
moved from one pool to the other, only the main license file must change.  

Technical options 

Rarely, the (internet) port numbers used for communications between SynthEyes 
and syflo (and syflo and itself) can be changed in the event of conflicts. When non-
default values are required, use the SYFLO_PORT environment variable to avoid 
having to give a "-p nnnnn" option each time you use syflo from the command line. 

You can specify the location where syflo produces its license usage snapshot, 
and the update rate with which it is produce. This file gives a quick look at the license 
manager status, as well as being the source of data for the"syflo -list" command. 

You can specify whether or not syflo produces a log file, and where it is located if 
it is produced. The log file shows licenses being taken out and released. Note that when 
using a redundant configuration, each server produces its own log file, so they should 
not all be directed to the same networked file. 

You can also specify whether each SynthEyes client produces a log file on its 
local machine, or not.  



 

 

SynthEyes Floating License Replacement Request 
 
 
License File Owner:  ________________________ 

License File Version: ________________________ 

 
The above organization agrees to the following: to uninstall or replace (if a new file is 
offered for the same server)  the license file listed above within 3 days of signing this 
agreement, to delete the license data file from the organization's servers to the extent 
practical, and to not recover, reinstall, or reuse the license file in any fashion at any 
future time for any reason. 
 
By signing below you warrant that you agree to the terms above and to the SynthEyes 
license agreement, and that you have the authority to sign on behalf of your 
organization, such as an officer of the company or Head of IT. 
 
 
Signed: ___________________________ 

Name:  ___________________________ 

Title:  ___________________________ 

Date:  ___________________________ 

 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT: If you are changing servers, please be sure to include the output of “syflo 
-info” from the new server as text, not a screen capture, when submitting this form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANDERSSON TECHNOLOGIES LLC 
https://www.ssontech.com 
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